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!. Introduction 
In Louis de Branges' recent proof (cf. [4], [6]) of the Bieberbach conjecture the following key observa-
tion is made. 
Let ICE C([O,oo)), lic(t)I = 1fort;,;;.,:0 and 'Yh'Y2···· E C 1([0,oo)) such that 
k-1 
'Y~(t) = kyk(t) + 2 ~ jyj(t)(K(t)l-j + (ic(t)l ,k = 1,2, .... 
j=I 
Fix n E N. Let T1>T:z, ... , Tn +I E C 1([0,oo)) such that Tn +1 = 0 and 
Let 
-I' - -I., Tk + k Tk - Tk+I - (k+l) Tk+h k=l, ... ,n. 
n 
'/>(_t) := ~- (k 1Ydt)l 2 -k-l) Tk(t) = 
k=I 
n 
= - ~ ((p-IT;(t) + {p+l)-IT;+J(t))' 
k=I 
· f (k 1Yk(t)l 2 - k- 1)]. 
k=I 
n 
<l>'(t) = - ~ k- 1 ly~(t)l 2T~(t). 
k=I 
Let S denote the class of all functions 
00 
f (z) = z + ~ an zn 
n=2 
which are analytic and univalent in the unit disk and write 
00 
log(z- 1f(z)) = 2 ~ 'YnZ". 
n=I 
Then Lemma 1.1 implies by use of Loewner's partial differential equation: 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Theorem 1.2. Let TJ> ••• , Tn satisfy (1.2) and let T~(t) ~ 0 for k = l, ... ,n and t ;,;;.,: 0. Then for each 
f E S with coefficients 'Yk given by (1.6) we have 
n 
~ Tk(O) (k l'Yk 12-k- 1) ~ 0. 
k=I 
De Branges showed that the functions Tk with 
, ·- [n+k+l]-kt [-n+k,K+~,n+k+2 -r] 
Tk(t) . - -k n_ -k e 3F2 k +t,2k + 1 le 
and Tk(t) ~ 0 as t ~ oo, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2 and, moreover, 
Tk (0) = n + 1 - k. 
Inequality (1.7) together with (1.9) is precisely the Milin conjecture, which was thus settled. 
already known that the Milin conjecture implies the Bieberbach conjecture. 
In (1.8) we used the notation 
pF lz : = ~ 'P z" [
ah···•ap l oo (a1)., ... (a )., 
q b h···•bq v=O (b 1)., • • · (bq ).,P! 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
It was 
(1.10) 
2 
for the (g~eralized) hypergeometric power series, where 
(a)p := ' {
a(a + l) ... (a +v-1), P E N 
1, v = 0. 
(1.11) 
The inequality T~(t) .;;;;; 0 for,,.~ given by (1.8) turned out to be contained in Askey & Gasper [2]. Their 
proof wrote the 3F 2 in (1.8) as a linear combination with positive coefficients of 
[
-m+k,m.+k+l,k+0 l 
3F 2 k+I 2k+l le-' ' 
' 
(1.12) 
m running over n ,n - 2,n -4, ... ,k or k +I. Now the inequality -is settled by using Clausen's formula ( cf. 
[3, p. 86]), which sets (1.12) equal to 
(l.13) 
It is the aim of the present paper to show that the functions (1.12) are not just an aid, exterior to 
Bieberbach type problems~ for settling the nonpositivity of (l.8), but that these functions themselves 
belong to solutions of (1.2) and that they lead to Milin type inequalities which contain the original Milin 
inequality in their convex hull. 
2. Main part 
If follows by straightforward computation that the general solution ('1"1> ... , 'Tn) of (1.2) has the form 
- n (-li-k(2e,)! -1'1 
,,.k(t) - k 1~ l(e-k)!(e+k)! b~ , (2.1) 
where b h···•bn are arbitrarily complex (see also [4]). Then 
, ( ) _ -k -kt n.~/ (- lt(2k +211)! b -pt 
'Tk t - e "" '(2k + )' k+Pe • p=O P. p • 
De Branges made the choice 
·- [n +e+ l l bi.- n-e . 
Then (2.2) becomes (1.8). Now, for each m = I, ... ,n we choose b'{' , ... ,b::' by 
Then (2.2) becomes 
bm ·-
. f .- {T2~m +e,)! _ I I( -11\I , f - 1, ... ,m, e.e. m .,. 0, e = m + 1, . . . ' n. 
-k T2k(m +k)! -kt. 
k!k!(m -k)! e 
-m+k,m+k+1,k+0 
:3F2( k + 1, 2k + 1 le- 1 ) if k = 1, ... ,m, 
0 if k = m + 1, ... ,n. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The n solutions (Ti", ... , T::'), m = 1, ... ,n, of (1.2) form a basis of its solution space. Note that we met 
the 3F 2's in (2.5) already in (1.12), in the expansion with positive coefficients of (1.8). Because of the 
equality of (1.12) and (l.13), the solution (Tj, ... , T::') of (1.2) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2. 
Hence, in view of (l.7) and (1.3) we have 
- f (p-1('1";')'(0) + (p + l)-l('Tpm+1)'(0)). (2.6) 
k=I 
. f (k l'Yk 12-k-1) ~ 0, 
k=I 
where 'Yk is given by (1.6), f E S. In order to compute (Tpm)'(O), use that 
where 
A (2A)n Cn(x) = - 1-2F1(-%n,%n + l\;l\+%;1-x
2), 
n. 
3 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
is a Gegenbaner polynomial. (Formula (2.7) follows from [5, 2.11 (2)].) Hence, by (l.12) = (l.13), (2.5) 
and (2.7): 
(2.9) 
Hence, by [5, 10.9 (19)]: 
I I 
I {2)!1m +!1k (2hm -!1k -k if m -k ;;;;i:o and even, (%m +%k)!(%m -%k)! (Tf:')'(O) = 0 , otherwise. Thus, by substitution of (2.10) in (2.6) we obtain the following Milin type inequalities: (2.10) 
Theorem 2.1. Let f E S and let 'Yi.Y2,. •• be given by (1.6). Then 
m p 
~ 4m ~ (k l'Yk 12-k- 1) ~ 0, (2.11) 
p=I k=I 
where 
d )!1m + !1p ( %)!1m - !1p 
d'Pm = d'Pm_ 1 = ,m -p even. (%m +Vip)!(Vim -%p)! (2.12) 
Since (Tr, .. .,T;'), m = l,. . .,n is a basis of the solution space of (1.2), there are coefficients e 1,. • .,en 
such that 
n 
T~ = ~ em(Tf:')', k = l,. . .,n. (2.13) 
m=k 
By (1.8) and (2.5) this can be rewritten as 
[n +k + 1] [-n +k,k +%,n +k +2 l n - k 3F 2 k + t ,2k + 1 Ix = (2.14) 
n i-'""2k(m+k)! [-m+k,m+k+l,k+% l 
m"'i:/m k!k!(~-k)! 3F 2 k+l,2k+l Ix· 
It follows by Askey & Gasper [2, (3.1), (3.7)] that 
(n -2j + Vi)(Vi)j(n - j)! . _ 
1 
_ 
{
en-2j = ( _ . +Vi)" l(Vi) . , J -0, .. .,[Vi(n l], 
em = 0, n ':__ ~ o~~· 2 n-1 (2.15) 
Since the coefficients en _ 2j are positive, we can get a new inequality from (2.11) by multiplying both 
4 
sides of (2.11) with em and summing up from 1 to n . This new inequality will necessarily be the Milin 
inequality. 
Let us conclude with a proof of (2.15) which is slightly different from the proof given in [2]. Put 
x = 0 in (2.14), multiply both sides with 2k + 1 k (y - 1 y- 1 and sum up from k = 1 to n . Then, by sub-
stitution of (2.8) in both sides of the identity, we obtain 
. 3 
n -
2 _ .!. ~ c2 Cn - I (y) - 2 ~ em m -1 (y ). (2.16) 
m=l 
This is a special case of Gegenbauer's formula expanding CnJ.. in.terms of CJ:, cf. for instance Askey [l, 
(7.34)], and we obtain again (2.15). 
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